
 

                    NEWSLETTER  NUMBER 25 – APRIL   2017
               
Editorial
Another year has passed and the AGM has come and gone.  The minutes of the Meeting are 
contained in this newsletter.   We had hoped that someone from Classic Rail could come 
along and give us an update, but no-one was available. 
In  this  edition  is  a  report  of  the  celebrations  at  Steamnet2000  based  at  Beaconsfield, 
Kimberley.   It  was  interesting  to  note  the  number  of  people  from  the  Northern  Cape 
Administration who were present.  These included Mr Gift van Staden, MEC for Agriculture 
and Land Reform (who officiated at the handover), Bronwyn Abrahams, PA to the Premiere, 
Diane Martin, Development Manager NCTA, Peter McKuchane, Manager NTCA,  Gamja 
Gool, ANC veteran, and O Collins Louw, TFR Area Manager.
Also,  There  is  a  copy  of  an  article  in  the  SAR&H  Magazine  for  1928,  which  makes 
interesting reading.
Finally, the good news that the new build Locomotive, Tornado, has run at over 100 miles 
per hour on a trial trip run at night.  This should clear the way for regular steam trips behind 
this locomotive to  run up to 90 mph. Picture shows Tornado in a more restful pose.
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Steamnet2000
On April 12th, a dedication service was arranged to transfer the ownership of 25NC class 
locomotive 3437 from Mr Oscar Sabatini to his daughter Sianni on the occasion of her 21st 

birthday.  It  was also timed to coincide with a visit  from the Locomotive Club of Great 
Britain whose members were visiting South Africa to take in the steam scene.  They arrived 
in Kimberley from the Joburg/Pretoria area late on the 11th.
A couple of months earlier, Peter Odell of s2000 and organiser of the LCGB trip, asked for 
volunteers to help out at Beaconsfield in preparation for the trip.  And so it was that your 
editor and myself  found ourselves in Kimberley a couple of days before the big day. 

                  
                                                     3437 on an earlier steaming (Peter Odell)    

  
                               Results of cleaning showing 3467 (left) and 3511 (right)

 Monday morning started wet and cleaning was restricted to the wheels and rods of the 
selected locos but the rain died away later in the day and the locos dried out sufficiently to 
apply a coat of oil.  I was given a team of four labourers, but even with us all working flat 
out, it took all day to clean four engines.  You do not realise how big these machines are  
until you have a rag in your hand!
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While cleaning was going on, Peter, Mark and Tracey Ruddy and Garry Ruddy were busy 
sorting  out  the  snag  list  on  3437  with  the  assistance  of  Shaun  Ackerman.   This  work 
continued the next day while I started cleaning 3437 until rain stopped play.  I left about 4pm 
and had a good soak in the bath before returning to the site at 6pm.  Oscar and his daughter  
duly arrived and with the press taking what seemed like thousands of pictures, Sianni duly lit 
the fire. After having had a bite to eat, I again returned to the depot to babysit the fire.

  
        Tracey, Mark and Garry adding the 'bling'                                                              Babysitting

After finding out where the water valves and the injectors were, (and later discovering the 
water shut off were located by crawling around under the tender) I settled down to watching 
the fire.  Coal was in short supply so we were burning a lot of wood. The trouble with tree 
trunks is that you cannot spread them round the firebox.  The best I could do was to use the 
fire irons and move them around a bit to try to keep the bed even.  And it is no job for a 
seven stone weakling throwing coal to the front of the firebox! You need binoculars to see 
the front end.  You can understand why these locomotives have mechanical stokers.  Needle 
came off the stop and by midnight it stood at 30lbs.  At this point, I was relieved by two of 
the tour participants who did the rest of the nightshift.
When I returned at 5am, Garry and Mark were back on duty and pressure was brought round 
to around 180lbs.  We took the engine up to the entrance of the shed to greet the visitors.  A 
few run pasts were arranged and then the visitors went off for breakfast and to sample the 
further delights of Kimberley.
No such respite for us though; we were kept busy cleaning the carriage that was to be used 
on later runpasts and stocking up on coal.   This involved Tracey, Laurie and myself going 
through the tender of a dead loco and putting any coal we found into sacks for transfer to 
3437.  In truth, there was more slack than coal but we eventually found enough to see us 
through the day.
I was given the job of looking after the cherrypicker which was supposed to arrive at 9am 
along with Laurie. It finally turned up at 2pm.  As Laurie was otherwise engaged, Tuli and 
myself  were given a  five minute  instruction course  (  in Afrikaans)  on how the controls 
worked after which we were on our own.  Luckily the controls had little pictures on them so 
it was not too difficult to work out.
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                                                          Early morning runpast

  

       
                                  Visitors preparing for afternoon runpasts (Peter Odell)
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                                 Mr Gift van Staden breaks the champagne over 3437

                                      

        
                              Sianni, Garry and Mark on the footplate (Peter Odell)
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                                                      3437 at rest for night shots

Eventually, everyone had their photos and it was time for the ceremony.  Peter addressed the 
assembled multitudes and gave a brief history of how Steamnet came about.  He also pointed 
out just how many people had come from all over the world to see the nonstop operations on 
the  De  Aar  –  Kimberley-Bloemfontein  lines.   He  thanked  a  number  of  people  and 
organisations who had helped the group over the years and then he handed over to Mr Gift 
van Staden to make the presentation.  This was followed by a buffet and then the 3437 was 
repositioned for night shots.  The weather had been kind on the day and everyone enjoyed 
the visit.  That was the end of my involvement and the next day we left for home.
I was involved again a couple of days later when I met the visitors again at Voorbaai and 
escorted them around the shed answering questions and pointing them in the right direction. 
They then left for Cape Town and several days at Ceres and Sir Lowry’s pass.
Colin Jenkins 
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                Extract from S.A.RAILWAYS & HARBOURS MAGAZINE, Nov 1928
            Ceremonial Opening by the Hon.C.W.Malan, Minister of Railways and Harbours

Although the railway from George to Knysna has been available for goods and passenger traffic since May 
last, it was formally opened by the Minister of Railways and Harbours, the Hon.C.W.Malan,on Wednesday,  
October 17th.The scenes of enthusiasm on the occasion exceeded in intensity those witnessed when the first 
crossing by rail was made, as no doubt the people of the town and district recognised that by giving the line 
his official blessing, the Minister directly intimated the Government’s continued interest in all that concerns 
the railway and the progress of the district it now links up with the rest of the Union.

Since he has held the portfolio of Minister of Railways, the Hon.C.W.Malan has officiated at a number of 
railway openings, and for the most part the lines handed over have been notable for the part they were 
destined to play in advancing the agricultural development of the Union.  In regard to the George Knysna 
railway, it fell to Mr Malan’s lot to give an official send off to a section of railway construction that by reason of  
the extraordinarily impressive and various scenery it traverses is bound to achieve renown not only through 
South Africa, but in other parts. That it will also play an important part in helping to increase the productivity 
of the district through which it runs is certain, for already signs are apparent of the manner whereby this steel  
link with the network of railways covering the sub-continent will impel greater returns in various branches of 
farming.  But before this aspect of traffic will show an appreciable increase, the utility of the line as regards 
tourists will be amply demonstrated, and the returns from travellers bound for the Wilderness and Knysna, 
and, as time goes on, one or two smaller places en route, will go far in making the line a well worth-while 
undertaking.

Travelling from George to Knysna is like being present at an animated art exhibition, each mile presenting a 
new canvas that calls forth exclamations of pleasure.  Never does the passenger reach for his timetable to 
see when and where is the next halt.  One loses, to a certain degree, the sense of time, thanks to a profusion 
of scenic delights and the excitement of going over comparatively virgin country.  In substituting the train for 
the motor, most people will  find that the transference has much in it’s favour.  Soon the George Knysna 
railway will become among holiday-makers the synonym for tantalising travel.  “Forty-two miles of smiles” 
said one person after making the journey, and in this appropriate simile hae has not stepped beyong the 
bounds of veracity.

Before detailing the function of the official opening of the line it may be as well to give a general survey of the 
route.

Winding rapidly down to the sea, past fern covered hills and deep gullies studded with wild flowers, the first 
glimpse  of  the  ocean  is  obtained  at  Victoria  Bay.   Many  feet  below  the  metals,  the  waves,  dashing 
themselves  against  the  rocks,  send  up  a  fine  spray,  the  salt  tang  of  which  is  very  pleasant  for  the 
hinterlander. Through two tunnels of moderate length cut into the hills above the sea the train approaches 
the Kaaimans River,  the crossing of  which at  present  is made by means of  a temporary trestle  bridge.  
Alongside it, rapidly nearing completion, is the permanent structure, 520 feet long, in a situation which to say 
the least is remarkable.  By December it is calculated that trains will run across it, and the views up the river  
as the crossing is made will enchant even the most blasé.  As the traveller emerges from the last tunnel the 
scene  opens  up  in  all  it’s  glory,  the  view including  the  golden  beaches  and  enticing  woodland  of  the 
Wilderness, that deservedly popular resort which will enjoy greater popularity—if such is possible—because 
of the picturesque approach by rail. The station is prettily set against the background of the forest clad hills,  
and within easy access of the beach and hotel.   From the Wilderness onwards for some miles the rails 
traverse what may be termed an African Lakeland, so numerous and attractive are the sheets of water that 
occur with pleasing frequency. Wild ducks in thousands enliven these waters.

Before the climbing of the hills flanking the shores of the lagoon at Knysna, there is presented to the traveller 
a perfect gem of rural beauty-Goukamma.  Beautiful green hills surround little farms whose boundaries lead 
down to a placid stream meandering leisurely into the folds of the hills.  A small bridge painted red shows up  
vividly among the welter of greenery, the whole blending to charm the spectator.  Immediately above the halt 
the rails  make a great  horse-shoe bend in the negotiating of  the slopes of  the hills,  the traveller  being 
enabled to obtain another, and more extensive view of the glorious Goukamma before it passes out of sight 
behind the cuttings.
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Soon the lagoon and township of Knysna break into view, forming a picture—from the vantage point above 
the hills—which countless cameras will perpetuate for many years.  The crossover is effected by earthworks, 
built on the islands, and a long bridge.  Crossing the latter at high tide makes one feel that the train has 
suddenly acquired amphibian characteristics, and is floating over.  From either window of the carriage the 
views are exceedingly fine, the long stretch of river and the heads vieing with each other to hold the attention 
of the traveller.  The train pulls up on the shores of the lagoon, within a few minutes walk from the hotels and 
business part of this pleasant holiday resort.

Such in brief  is the George Knysna railway.   It  has taken nearly four years to build,  and it’s successful  
accomplishment calls for the highest praise for all concerned. The difficulties that confront railway engineers 
in all parts of the world were met on this occasion in no uncertain fashion, and besides the work entailed in  
laying a line along the mountainous coast-line of South Africa, the engineers had to call in divers to assist in 
putting in the caissons to bridge the rivers.  The obstacles imposed by Nature have been conquered by 
science and skill, the whole construction being another milestone established by the Railway Administration.

The official opening train, with Messrs Dowson and White in charge, left George early on the morning of 
October  17th,  and  before  it  steamed  into  Knysna  with  the  Minister  of  Railways  and  Harbours  and 
Mr.C.T.M.Wilcocks,  member  of  the  Railway  Board,  on  board,  fully  seven  hundred  people  had  availed 
themselves of the Administration’s invitation to participate in the celebrations. Promptly at noon the train 
swung  through  the  flower  bedecked  arch  on  which  was  written  a  useful  variation  of  the  usual 
“Welcome”,”Alles van die beste”, greeted the crowd, and a cheer went up as the Minister and Mr.Wilcocks, 
both accompanied by their wives, stepped out.  The gentlemen smilingly received flowers as buttonholes, 
while the ladies graciously accepted baskets of flowers presented by the women of Knysna and district. A 
martial  note was lent to the proceedings by the presence of a company of cadets, the buglers of which 
sounded a welcome while the rest of the troop presented arms.  After greeting the officers and inspecting the 
guard of honour, the Minister, accompanied by representatives of the community, proceeded to the specially-
erected platform at  the  end of  the station.   Among the group on the dais  were  the Mayor  of  Knysna, 
Commander  E.L.Ashley-Foakes,O.B.E.,R.N,;  Mr.H.  van  Hyssteen,  M.P.C.  (both  of  whom  welcomed  the 
Minister);  Mr.  C.Thesen,  a  well  known citizen of  Knysna;  Mr.Brink,  M.L.A.;  Mr  Mileham,  Town Clerk  of 
Knysna;  Mr.W.G.J.Hill,  System Manager,  S.A.R&H.,  Port  Elizabeth:  Mr.N.K.Prettejohn,  the engineer  who 
supervised the building of the line; and Mr.Walker, of the Harbour Advisory Board.

Replying to the speeches of welcome, the Minister, who spoke both in Afrikaans and English, expressed 
thanks for the kind reception extended, and hoped that everything of the best would attend the people of the 
George Knysna district.  He then quoted figures and facts relative to the new line, and mentioned that the 
estimate had been considerably exceeded.  He hoped, however, that every effort would be made to make 
the railway payable.  The traffic already handled fell short of what had been promised, and he confidently 
looked to the industrial and farming community to give the officials plenty of traffic to keep them busy.

Mr.Malan then pointed out in what beautiful surroundings the line was laid, and considered that it would be 
the means of drawing increasing numbers of tourists to the area. “You are living in a paradise” he said. “Mr  
Wilcocks and I travelled in Europe recently, and I tell you that we South Africans have nothing to fear by 
comparison”. “We do not know our country well enough”, affirmed the Minister, reiterating the importance of 
developing tourist traffic.  In this regard he appealed to the people of Knysna to establish a live publicity 
association and maintain a high standard of hotel accommodation.  He would do everything possible to help 
them in bringing Knysna to the forefront.  He would also direct the attention of the Director of Publicity in 
London, then in the Union, to the George Knysna district, so that when he returned to his office he would be 
in a position to speak with first hand knowledge of the claims of the resorts along the new line.

In concluding his address, the Minister complimented the engineers and their assistants on their work, and in 
declaring the line open he wished all in the district every success.

Three hearty cheers for the Minister and Mr.Wilcocks terminated the proceedings at the station, after which 
the party were the guests of honour at a luncheon given at the Royal Hotel.

After his departure from Knysna, the Hon.C.W.Malan, accompanied by Mrs Malan, took the opportunity of 
making a short halt at Deep Waals for the purpose of visiting a huge tree which is being preserved in that 
neighbourhood as a national monument.  This forest giant, which has been named King Edward VII., bear a 
plate giving the following particulars:  “KING EDWARD VII.”   Height of bole,  70 feet.  Full height, 137 feet. 
Contents,  1,720  cubic  feet.   Girth,  21  ½ feet.   Large  sleepers,  440.   Age,  approximately  1,500  years.  
Podocarpus elongata. Common or Outeniqua yellow-wood.
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Minutes of the 6th Annual General Meeting of the   Friends of the Choo-Tjoe   held at the Sedgefield Bowling   
Club on 27 March 2017 at 16:00

1 Welcome:

Colin Jenkins, Chairman of the Friends of the Choo-Tjoe, welcomed all to the Annual General Meeting.

2 Notice of the Meeting:

The notice of the meeting and the agenda were read by the secretary.

3 Attendance:

As per the attached attendance register. 16 attendees signed the register. 

Apologies:

6 apologies were received, namely:  Les Smith,  Andrew Stevens, Charles Ware, Murray Douglas, Mark 
Taljard and  Jimmy Harcuss.

Proxies Received:

Les Smith, Ron Pryke and Andrew Stevens.

There being a quorum present, the meeting proceeded.

4 Minutes of the 5  th   AGM:  

The minutes were taken as read. Proposed: Terry Cockcroft. Seconded: Dirk van der Zeyden.

5 Matters Arising:

There were no matters arising.

6 Treasurer's Report and Financial Statements for 2015:

Allan Waterston highlighted the main points in his report. Of note:

• The financial situation has not changed significantly since last year – the main increase in 
funding being due to membership fees and interest on investment

• The tax concern has been addressed – and no action will be taken to register.

On a question of outstanding claims resulting from the refurbishment of the trolley by members who had 
incurred these expenses, Allan stated that in the event of the Friends disbanding, these claims will be settled 
as a first priority. Alternatively, these members could put in their claims for settlement, if they wished to do 
so, at any time. 

A copy of the  Allan's report is attached as Addendum 1. The report was accepted to acclaim by all.

7 Chairman's Report:

Colin Jenkins read his report. A copy of the report as attached as Addendum 2.
8 Election of a management committee for 2014:

The Chairman announced that no nominations had been received for the 2017/18 committee - and after 
inviting nominations from the floor (there being none) – it was proposed that the 2016 committee be elected 
to the 2017 management committee. The new committee will therefore consist of the following members: 
Colin Jenkins, Julie Jenkins, Allan Waterston, Dirk van der Zeyden and Kees Estié. A Chairman will be 
elected at the first committee meeting. Proposed: Terry Cockcroft. Seconded: Hennie Pranger.
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9 Other Business:

9.1 On a question, Colin confirmed that little interaction had taken place directly with Classic Rail but 
developments are going on behind the scenes

9.2 A  problem  on  one  of  the  bridges  over  the  Knysna  Lagoon  was  the  focus  of  an  engineering 
assessment but as far as is known, no work on the bridge has taken place

9.3 Regarding a question on the role of the Rail Safety Regulator, Colin said it was an independent body 
(not answerable to Transnet or any other organisation) responsible for rail safety - who would need to issue a 
certificate that a line is safe and rolling stock fit for operations

9.4 The trolley sold to Diaz Express is fully operational but has had an engine change since it was sold.  
In  season,  Diaz  Express  runs  between Hartenbos  and Santos  Beach  and at  other  times  -  on  sufficient 
bookings  -  between  Hartenbos  and  Great  Brak  River,  sometimes  as  far  as  the  Maalgaten  Bridge,  an 
excursion well worth doing.

10 Closure:

In closing, Colin thanked members for their attendance and support. The meeting ended at 16:30.

  

Addendum 1: Treasurer Allan Waterston's Report for the 2017 AGM

I  have pleasure in presenting the financial  position of the Friends of the Choo-Tjoe for the year  ended 
31 December 2016.  This financial report has been prepared on a cash basis.

2016 saw very little in the way of cash movement either in respect of receipts or expenditure.  The table 
below reflects the cash transactions that took place during the year under review

  

2016 2015 2014

Income

General donations 3 750.00 3 050.00 4 962.98

Membership fees 3 490.00 3 867.87 4 290.00 

Disposal of Wickham Trolley 0 31 500.00 43 500.00

Sundry income 140.00 120.00 990.00

Interest 512.21 1 187.31 497.08

7 892.21 39 725.18 54 340.06

Expenditure

Bank charges 542.55 1 118.17 723.35

Website hosting 526.00 565.00 526.00

Fedrail membership 600.00

Postage/Stationery/Sundry expenses 1 090.05 1 440.00 2 552.49

2 758.60 3 123.17 3 801.84
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At the beginning of the year an investment account was opened to maximise interest on surplus cash held by 
the Friends.  R100 000 was transferred to this account; at year-end the balance was R104 871.63.  Interest is 
capitalised in this account; together with that earned on the transaction account interest earned amounted to 
R5 383.83.  Bank charges arising in respect of cash and cheque deposits to our account remain fairly high, 
eft transactions don’t attract charges.  Postage and stationery expenses, which include the cost of printer 
cartridges, were down on the previous year reflecting the relative inactivity.

A surplus of R5 133.61 (2015:R36 602.01) was reflected for the year under review. 

At year end cash and bank totalled R131 352.68 (2015:R119 864.35). 

The financial position of the Friends is healthy and in the absence of a decision on the reopening of the line 
between George and Knysna a decision will need to be made as to the utilisation of these funds

As reported previously, various expenses (in addition to loans made on acquisition of the Wickham Trolley) 
have been funded by specific members who have not as yet requested reimbursement.  A record of these 
liabilities is maintained.  Details of these expenses and loans are available on request.  Other than the former 
there were no outstanding commitments at year end.

A full list of items (assets) held by the Friends is available on request.

Allan Waterston
Treasurer

15 January 2017

Addendum 2: Chairman Colin Jenkins' Report for the 2017 AGM.
This year has been a year of wait and see.  Following the granting of a track access agreement, in June, from 
Transnet to Classic Rail, you will be aware that there was a flurry of activity both on the line and in the  
press.  You will recall that the press release from Classic rail indicated that dining trains would be running 
by Christmas which your committee viewed with some scepticism.  As it turned out, we were right.

Following the publication of Loop 23, in which we highlighted some of the problems discovered during the 
line clearance, we were asked to let Classic Rail do the progress reports as they now had a website up and  
running.  This we agreed to do and have taken a back seat since that time.

After the first flush of excitement, everything went quiet and we were being asked constantly what was 
going on with the reopening.  We referred those enquirers to Classic Rail’s website.  

It is difficult to remain positive when there are no updates from Classic Rail.  All we do know is that the  
project is still going ahead and we hope that work will recommence in the near future.

All this of course has affected our membership which has seen a dip, not surprising with the apparent lack of 
progress.  

I  would like  to  take the opportunity to  thank the hard core of  supporters  who have stuck with us and 
supported us since we first brought the future of the line to the public’s attention.  It kept alive the hope that  
the line could be reopened.  Without that support, I doubt if the public in general would still be interested. 
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